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Calling All . . .
We get requests all of the time . . . “You know what you oughta have . . . an
article on <fill in the blank>!” Usually we agree, but we can’t always find an
author to write such an article. The authors you say are your favorites are
very, very busy people . . . but Don Rabska is working on an article for us,
Frank Pearson promised me one, and so on. What is takes, of course, is for
many of you to step up and accept the challenge of writing. And, boy, did
we get some folks stepping up for this issue!
New to AFm are—Tom Dorigatti, who not only challenges your ideas
of which hand you should have on your bow, but who also created AFm’s
first crossword puzzle; Dr. Jeff Marsick, who shows us how to deal with rotator cuff injuries and how to prevent them and who promises there is more to
come; Van Webster, who is showing us how the Grand Dame of field archery
clubs, the Pasadena Roving Archers, is bringing hundreds of new archers into
the fold and who promises more to come; Michael Barham of MB Archery,
who shows you a form of archery you have never seen before; Dwayne Rea,
who explains why we tend to focus on all of the wrong things when aiming
our hunting bows; and Emily Kramer, who will delight you with her account
of her first archery tournament.
Add to the mix, Lanny Bassham, Annette Musta, Steve Ross, Tim Scronce,
John Vetterli, and Deb Oltz and you have an absolutely packed issue! Of
course, someone will call and say, “You know what you oughta have . . . an
article on <fill in the blank>!”
Hope your plans to attend nationals (the Olympics?) are set and all you have
to do is practice!

Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to:
Archery Focus magazine
12890 Greenhorn Road
Grass Valley, CA 95945
Fax 530.477.8384
The views published within this publication
are those of the contributing writers and do
not necessarily represent the opinion of
Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature
Press, Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.
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Dwayne Rea
Part 1 of 2

Bowhunting

Why Can’t You Aim
That Bow Correctly?
I know what inspired me to write this, but I do not
know why accomplishing it took such a long time.
I have heard one argument after another on how to
measure yardage in terrain or from a tree stand.
But in every argument, no one could explain or
justify their claim by accuracy or knowledge. Most
disappointing of all, many great hunters and shooters do not understand the mathematics and physics
that are involved in archery! Thus, their claims of
accuracy are nothing more than a little luck and
the good fortune of a short distance to their target.

G

Gravity and Its Toll on Arrows
Many variables affect an archer’s ability to hit a
target. At the top of the list is gravity. We will
ignore all other variables (temperature, barometric pressure, etc.) until the very end of the article. Gravity is the pulling power between two
objects of mass. The bigger the masses and the
closer together they are, the more powerful the
gravitational pull. However, relatively speaking,
the relationship between size and distance
becomes constant when gravity occurs between
an extremely large object and an extremely small
object. An example of this would be the earth
and the objects upon it. For the sake of explanation, the object to which we are referring is an
arrow.
As a result of the gravity on earth, each
arrow shot will descend toward the earth at 32
feet per second per second because gravity, as far
as arrows are concerned, only pulls downward.
In order to counteract the gravitational force,
the archer must “arc” the arrow upward to compensate for the gravity that pulls the arrow
downward and the archer must “power” the
a r c h e r y
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arrow with enough force to reach the desired target.
However, with these two objectives in mind,
another relationship presents itself—the distance the arrow travels versus the speed of the
arrow. It is common sense. The faster the arrow
travels the farther the distance it can travel. And
the faster the arrow is traveling, the fewer
degrees of “arc” are required to reach a fixed target.
To demonstrate how an arrow acts in relationship to gravity over a set distance, we will
look at a target in an unrealistically expanded
view. If the archer shoots an arrow at a target
300 feet away, and our arrow speed is 300 feet
per second, we would have a total arrow drop of
approximately 16 feet. The 16 feet is derived
from the arrow being in the air for 1 second. (It
starts out at 0 fps downward and ends up at the
end of the one second going 32 fps downward.
It averages, therefore, 16 fps downward over the
whole second.) If the arrow is going to drop 16
feet and hit the target 300 feet away, the archer
must compensate for the arrow’s drop. The
archer must aim the bow so that the arrow will
ascend to eight feet so as to descend eight feet
during the second half of its flight (see Figure 1).
In doing so, ignoring all other units of drag and
human error, the arrow should hit the bull’s eye.
Since most hunters shoot at 20 yards or less,
the amount of drop is significantly reduced as
the arrow is in the air for a far shorter time.
Let us suppose a bow shoots at 200 feet per
second. Using simple physics, we can calculate
the arrow drop at 20 yards (60 feet) and the time
the arrow takes to reach the target:

f o c u s

eye.
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Considering all this, we will examine two scenarios. Both of these scenarios will be for a target 20 yards away, but the height above the
ground will change because of the use of a tree
stand.
Scenarios
1. Shot taken from the base of a tree
(on the ground)
2. Shot taken from the tree stand
In both instances, the arrow will be shot at 200 feet per
second. Say the tree stand is 15 feet up (five yards). For a
conscientious bowman, the relative “safe shot” for a deer
is 20 yards (60 feet). We use that for the distance to the
target. Using the Pythagorean theorem, one leg of the triangle is 60 feet (20 yards), and the other leg is 15 feet
(five yards).
And we can calculate the other leg:
z2 = a2 + b2

line of sight
Figure 1 The arrow will ascend eight feet into the air, peak, and (because
of gravity) descend eight feet.

5 yards

distance = speed x time
60 feet = 200 feet/sec x time,
therefore, time = 0.3 sec
The arrow will be in the air for 0.3 seconds. Now that we
know how long the arrow will be in the air, we should see
how far gravity will cause the arrow to fall in 0.3 seconds
of time. The formula is:
d = 16 t2
(where: d = distance falling and t = time)
d = 16 x 0.3 x 0.3 = 1.44 feet
Thus, at 20 yards, if the bow shoots at 200 feet per second, the arrow will drop about 1.5 feet or 18 inches.
Therefore, to hit the bull’s eye, the archer must aim his
bow nine inches above the target in order for the arrow
to rise nine inches in the first 10 yards and descend nine
inches in the last ten yards. This is a total of 18 inches of
drop.
Though tedious, this information is the most important part of this article. However, if you are not a technical person, you may wish to skip the formula parts.

z=u

a

nkn

z2 = a 2 + b 2
own
yard
z
age

b
20 yards
z2 = 52 + 202
z2 = 25 + 400
z2 = 425
z = 20.6
Using this formula, we find that distance z is 20.6 yards
away. The z axis, or line of sight, is 21 yards away. The
horizontal plane, or x axis, is 20 yards away. And the vertical plane, or y axis, is 5 yards up. Since gravity takes its
toll only on horizontal distance, we would still use our
20-yard pin. Logically speaking, most people on the
ground cannot tell the difference between a target 20
yards away and a target 21 yards away. In a hunting situation, I suspect that you do not go out and ask your deer
to stand still, while you measure the exact distance to
your tree stand for your shot.
Now let’s look at a scenario where the distance we are
shooting is 10 yards. Using the right triangle theorem,
solving for z, and using 10 yards in place of the 20 yards
on the horizontal axis, we find that the actual distance is
11.1 yards away from our target. Either way, when we are
sitting in a tree stand and taking a shot, we are accurate
within 1.1 yards of judgment whether the deer is 10 or
20 yards away from us. That is a whopping 3 feet of distance, or about 1 step for most people.

Judging Distance
from a Tree Stand and on Ground Slopes
This may sound crazy, but aiming from a ground slope is
the same as aiming from a tree stand. It uses the same
principles. The only difference between the two is the
tree stand. There are three parameters used to describe
how our arrow will travel. The first plane is the horizontal plane, we will measure the distance the arrow will
travel to its target relative to this plane. The second plane
is the vertical plane; we will measure the distance the
arrow will drop toward the ground relative to this plane.
The third is the z axis, which is the actual distance the
arrow will travel. The speed of the arrow controls the
horizontal plane, and gravity controls the vertical plane.
The most important plane is the horizontal. Assuming
the speed of the arrow does not change, the farther the
arrow travels horizontally, the longer gravity will affect it.
When we know the horizontal distance the arrow travels,
we can calculate how long the arrow will be in the air.
distance (horizontally) = speed x time
therefore, time = distance (horizontally)/speed
Combine this with the following rule of thumb:
Rule of Thumb If the horizontal distance to the target
is the same, whether you are in a tree stand or not, you can
use the same sight pin from both places and still hit the bull’s

J

Continued on the Next Page
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ables. How can one measure these things? Well, we really cannot accurately measure these things in the field. For
a hunter, these things have very little overall effect on the
arrow flight at 20 yards or less.
Let’s take an imaginary example of friction and see
the difference in arrow drop. In each of these cases, we
will use only the initial speed at time zero, and the
impact time the arrow hits the target at 20 yards.

Let’s look at another case, a case in which we are 21
feet high in a tree stand (or 7 yards up). Twenty-one feet
up in a tree stand is extremely high. Remember that most
hunters would probably feel very uncomfortable 15 feet
up! Using the triangle theorem, one leg is 7 yards, and
the other leg is 20 yards (distance to your deer). Using a
calculator, we have z = 21.2 yards away (rounding up).
Again, your horizontal distance is 20 yards, and you
should use your 20 yard pin. If you do not want to trust
the mathematics and gravity, you can look at it in a different way. The game will be 21.2 yards away on the z
axis (or line of sight). The difference between twenty
yards and 21 yards is indistinguishable for most.
In looking at the scenarios of different heights in a
tree stand compared to ground level; we have the following calculations for line of sight distance:
15 feet up 20-yard target is actually 20.6 yards away.
10-yard target is actually 11.1 yards away.
Maximum error of judgment is 1.1 yards.
and
21 feet up 20-yard target is actually 21.2 yards away.
10-yard target is actually 12.2 yards away.
Maximum error of judgment is 2.2 yards.

Scenario An arrow slows from 250 fps at the bow to 230
fps at 20 yards. Using our wonderful formulas, we solve
for t, time, using our distance = speed x time formula.
distance = speed x time
@ 250 fps: 60 = 250 t
t = 0.24 seconds
@ 230 fps: 60 = 230 t
t = 0.26 seconds
Using our gravity formula, and plugging in these two
times, we have the following:
d = 16(t1)2 – 16(t2)2
d = 16(0.24)2 – 16(0.26)2
d = 0.16 feet
Folks, the difference in arrow drop due to the loss of
speed due to drag is 0.16 feet or 11⁄3 inches. That loss of
velocity of 20 fps out of that 250 fps bow causes less than
11⁄3 of an inch of arrow drop at 20 yards. Since the arrow
is losing speed over distance, you must average out the
drop of the arrow throughout the 20 yards. To do so, you
must divide 0.16 feet by 2 to come up with a more precise answer of 2⁄3 of an inch! Granted, as the initial arrow
velocity decreases, the effect is more, but in reality it is
not that much of a concern for 20 yards or less! In other
words, work on your form!

W

What should someone do with this information? Well in
actuality, it tells us some important information. Instead
of worrying about measuring distance from that tree
stand or tree, we should practice more at shooting from
different angles, with proper form, and with good technique. We need to trust our knowledge about the different angles, and use our ability to shoot at different angles
and situations to make better shots!
For those who do not agree with the figures above,
lets look at the following example. We are in a tree stand
300 feet up, and the deer is directly below us 10 yards
from the tree! What happens if we use our 300 foot (or
100 yard) pin? Are we not 100 yards away from this deer?
I think we can all agree that if we use our 10 yard pin, we
will come very close to the target. Even if you tried to use
a 100 yard pin on your bow, you would miss the deer by
so many yards, that you would be kicking yourself all the
way home! It is true that with line-of-sight you are 100
yards away from your target, but in actuality you are only
10 yards horizonally from your target. Gravity only
affects the horizontal flight of the arrow. Thus, in order
to come close to the target, you must use your 10-yard
pin or forever regret your shot!

I

In the second part of this article I will show you the ins and
outs of pendulum sights and why the adage if the deer is 10
feet or less away, use your 20-yard pin does indeed work . . .
sometimes.

What Else Affects That Arrow?
So, what else does affect the arrow? Drag. In essence this
is just friction with the air. The drag of the feathers, the
materials of the shaft, the thickness of the air, the temperature, and the moisture in the air are a few of the varia r c h e r y
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CrosswordPuzzle
There are no blanks, apostrophes or empty spaces between multiple words.
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16

18

19

20

21
22

23

24

25

Across

Down

2. ___Laws of Archery.
7. SpartanII recurve bow designer.
8. Zenith Archery (Zenarch)
10. The "Shot Doctor".
12. Inventor of rotating head trip gate back tension
release aid.
16. Former Lady PAA Pro from Sacremento, CA
18. 2nd place Vegas finisher, using a Thumb Ring
release aid.
20. 1970's Olympic Gold Medalist from USA.
21. Former NFAA Shooter School director.
23. Manufacturer based in Walla Walla WA.
24. FailSafeII by ____
25. President of PSE Archery.

1. PAA Pro known for his Lord Mercury bow.
3. Golden Key Futura family.
4. Men's Vegas winner in 1973, from Wyoming.
5. Posted first 560 in National Competition on post 1976
NFAA face.
6. Former leader of the "Archery College" in Georgia.
9. Top Archery Coach from Arizona. Nocks named after
him.
11. "Gentleman"
13. "Sky Bows" family.
14. The "White Knight"
15. Invented and licensed the first compound bow.
16. Former Browning engineer and top senior division
shooter.
17. Former PAA Lady Pro from New York State.
19. Improved upon compound bow design in early
1970's.
22. 1996 Men's Olympic Gold Medalist in Archery

Key on Page 37
Puzzle created by Tom Dorigatti
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Compound Tech 300

Tom Dorigatti

So, You Think
You Are Right-Handed?
We in archery circles often hear, when it comes to
which side of the bow you should shoot on, “Always
go with your master eye dominance to determine
which side of the bow you should be on.” While it
is generally accepted that this is the way to go,
many archers, including some of the top professionals, have been extremely successful in doing just
the opposite, opting rather to go with the other
principle, ‘the strong arm should be used as the
bow arm.’

I

In the mid 1980s, I had reached a plateau in my
shooting and could not improve my scores at
the mid 520s on a field or hunter round.
Basically, I was not competitive enough to win
any major events beyond local or state level. I
was consistent but definitely not competitive
with the best of them. Then, in 1984, I was
involved in a tournament that would end up
changing my archery career forever. This
occurred in Waverly, Iowa at the Midwest
Sectionals. I was afforded the honor and privilege of shooting with one of the finest and most
knowledgeable
field
shooters of that era,
Dean Pridgen. Dean is
still a strong force to this
very day and is probably
among the most knowledgeable shooters in the
sport. Dean was in my
group for both days during that event and watched me shoot arrow after
arrow just barely out to the left. About two
thirds of the way through the second day, he
made a comment, “Tom, if you could see yourself doing what you are doing, you would stop it
in an instant.” He then told me to just finish the
day and we would discuss it later.

So, at the end of the day, we were sitting
around talking and I asked Dean what he
meant. He simply asked me what I thought I
was doing wrong. I told him I thought I was losing back tension. He told me that if he had the
kind of back tension I had on every shot he
wouldn’t ever miss. He then told me something
I was appalled to hear. He told me what to do,
to give it 45 days, and if it didn’t work, then I
should consider switching over to right handed.
I told Dean, that I was left-eye dominant and
I’m left handed big time. He then told me that,
in his opinion, lots of shooters should be shooting the opposite side because of, as he put it,
“overdevelopment” of their dominant side. He is
of the opinion that the strong arm should be the
bow arm and not the pulling side.

I

In thinking about this at the time, I realized that
he indeed was probably correct. I was definitely
strong sided on the left. I did everything left
handed. In addition, I was playing tournament
racquetball left handed, which made that arm
even stronger due to the
extensive development
required to be competitive in that intensive
sport. So, I did what he
told me to do, but no
improvement came out
of it, I still struggled
with constant left misses,
just out.
Finally, after hunting season and once the
holidays were completed, I attempted his second suggestion, but with a slight twist. After
another 45 days of trying his suggestion
indoors, I made the decision to take the leap
around March 15, 1984. For those of you that

“Lots of shooters should
be shooting the opposite
side because of, as he put
it, “overdevelopment” of
their dominant side.”

a r c h e r y
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“The first night out, for
every arrow I successfully
transferred from the
quiver to the string,
I probably dropped ten
onto the floor.”

That is why the other equipment had to be disposed of—
you want no way to go back to
the old ways.
Be prepared for surprises,
and take them as they come. In
my case the surprises were few,
but very obvious and eye-opening.
Get ready to work from square one and be prepared
for a little bit of humility, but it isn’t for long.
Don’t get frustrated if this doesn’t work in a day, or
a week; it will come around, however. Anyone can learn
to do this if they put their head into the game.
After selling all my left-handed bows and getting
rid of my releases (excepting my original Stanislawskis
and home made rope spikes out of sentimentality), I
ordered two matching Astro Regency compounds, both
right handed. However, I wasn’t prepared for what happened next. The hardest part of this entire transition for
me was loading the arrow onto the string. The first
night out, for every arrow I successfully transferred

have considered this, let me outline what I did to insure the
changeover would be effective.
A word of caution is in order:
this is what worked for me and
several other shooters I know
who have made the switch. This
approach might not work for everyone, but there are
certain essentials to insure it maximizes your chances of
success, namely:
Get rid of anything and everything associated with
the side you’ve been shooting on. In my case that was
to rid myself of all five of my left-handed compound
bows.
If you are indecisive on a release aid, get rid of the
ones you’ve shot for years and start anew. A totally
unfamiliar, fresh start is a good way to go.
Make a complete separation in your body and
mind of what you used to do. This is a new ball game,
and things are going to have to change. Out with the
old, in with the new.
Make a total commitment to the new regimen.

Continued on the Next Page

THE ULTIMATE QUEST
Limited Edition QUEST-X and SUPREME
To commemorate the efforts of archers
around the world these SURE-LOC® sights
feature a unique finish.

patent #36,266

AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE LATE
LATE SUMMER
SUMMER

Sims Vibration Dampening Technology Inside!
C.S. Gibbs Corporation • 100 W. Quality Lane • Versailles, IN 47042

Phone (812) 689-9926 • Fax (812) 689-9927 • www.sureloc.com
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“Seven days after switching over, my first score
was a 297. I had been
struggling with doing that
left-handed for years!”

I learned to concentrate on
a solid, but relaxed bow arm and
to try to keep things as static as
possible until the arrow was in
the target, regardless of distance.
Dean is 100% correct in saying
that the bow arm is the key. It is
amazing what you can get away with if you have a solid
bow arm.
I learned that you don’t necessarily have to be the
most talented shooter on the course to win. You don’t
have to shoot a fast bow or heavy poundage to shoot
top level scores.
Personal confidence is the key. One thing Dean had
reiterated, “If you step up to the stake with any doubt,
if you are at full draw and think the word “miss,” if you
sway in concentration, let the shot down and start over.
If you don’t have full confidence that you can put that
shot in the middle, then let it down and start again.”
Great advice from a great shooter.
I did develop a training regimen and database for
determining what my personal shot timing sequence
was/is, but that is yet another article to be written.
There is a personal rhythm for everyone, and what one
shooter’s rhythm is will probably not work for the next
shooter. What I found for me is that there is a window
of opportunity where, if the shot goes off, I will not
miss the X. When I was at the top of my game, I had
taught myself, with the help of my “timer,” to shoot
96% or better of the shots within that envelope – the
result being the winning scores I was shooting and a
confidence in my ability that made all the difference in
the world. This was acquired and learned from my own
sequence not anyone else’s – you are your own key to
your own success. More about this in another article.

from the quiver to the string, I
probably dropped ten onto the
floor. It got to be so funny, that
even I started laughing about it.
This was fun again. I was swimming all over the bull’s-eye, but
the swim wasn’t all that bad, and
once sighted partially in, I was actually hitting the bull
more often than not. Why? I was relaxed and not all
bent on trying to force the issue. So, I shot about 90
arrows every night, each night getting more and more
settled. I learned to transfer the arrow from the quiver
to the string and that, too, got better each night.
One week later, I decided to try my first scoring
round on the NFAA Blue face right-handed. I simply
shot my game and didn’t push it. Seven days after switching over, my first score was a 297. I had been struggling
with doing that left-handed for years! Then the next
night, I had a 299. Then, ten days after the switch, I shot
my first 300 right-handed, and was in the low 50s on Xcount. We had our first outdoor tournament, an
International round that coming weekend, so I had to try
to get sighted in. Weather prevented me from getting any
scoring rounds in, but I did get sight settings.
Come that following Sunday, 13 days after the
changeover, I went to that outdoor shoot and shot a
lifetime high score of 291 on the International round .
Nobody was told I had switched over, and nobody had
even noticed. They were just commenting on how well
I had shot and I was on cloud nine. Finally, a friend
opened up and told the people, “Yeah, and Tom did this
right-handed, too.” After that Sunday, I never looked
back for a period of nearly 17 years. I shot all of my personal best scores right handed—557 hunter, 556 field,
numerous 60X 300s on the blue face; numerous perfect
450 Vegas rounds, 891 American round, and of course
numerous perfect 300 and 600 Vegas rounds. All things
I had never, and probably never would have, accomplished while shooting left handed.

T

S

So, you think you are right handed, do you? If you are
in a rut, if you have reached a certain level and cannot
get better, if you have lost your confidence in the way
you now shoot, then you might just consider a
changeover from right to left or left to right. I bear witness and I also know many other shooters that have
been successful with a switch over from one side of the
bow to the other. All it takes is a positive attitude, full
separation away from the old way, and a little time and
effort. I did it in 10 days. I know a few others who have
done it in less time. You do not have to shoot on your
dominant eye side to excel in this sport, but you do
have to shoot with confidence and a strong, steady bow
arm to get the most out of the talent you have. I’ve been

There were several behind the scenes things that I came
up with to get the most out of what I had. I am very
left-eye dominant, so I had to learn to close my left eye
so that I could acquire the correct target face. I still
close my left eye to this day. For 3-Ds I use both eyes to
acquire the distance, but after that, I don’t find the loss
of the depth perception to be a detriment. Some people
will be able to train themselves to overcome the dominance. Personally, I have been unable to do this, so I
just close my left eye while aiming.

a r c h e r y
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at both extremes, and one thing I
know for certain, this sport is
easy when you do have the confidence; but if you don’t and you
are shooting poorly, then you
work 10 times harder to shoot a
poor score than you ever will
during the shooting of a 550
field round. Relax and let the
force be with you on the side of
the bow that is correct for you—
you aren’t as “handed” as you
might think.

Tom Dorigatti says “I have shot so
many tournaments and events, it is
beyond my recollection as to how many
trophies I’ve won. The sad thing is that
I’ve only finished as high as 2nd at a
sectional level, and only in the top 30
at the NFAA National Field tournament twice. I’ve only attended three
NFAA National tournaments, and
only been to Vegas once in all these
years. I sure hope that changes now
that I’m retired.“
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Lanny Bassham

Are You Growing
or Slowing
Your Self Image?
If you think you can beat me and I think you can
beat me, it is all over for me in a shoot-off! Self
Image, our opinion about ourselves, can determine our outcome in an event. So, what can we
do to strengthen our Self Image and also our
chances of winning? First, we will begin by
reviewing just what causes the Self Image to
grow or to shrink and then we will get into practical things you can do to affect your Self Image.

Mental Skills

O

Of the three mental processes Conscious,
Subconscious, and Self Image, the Self Image
is perhaps the most mysterious. In previous
articles we’ve looked at the Self Image and
determined that it included your habits, attitudes and your comfort zone. When you shoot
within your comfort zone
our Self Image is okay
with that, but when you
shoot too well or too
poorly the Self Image
tends to correct us to
shoot within the comfort
zone. This can destroy a
great start and create a
crash-and-burn finish or
it can lift you out of a bad
start into a “score that is
like you” at the finish.
When you shoot well or when you imagine you are shooting well your Self Image
grows. The opposite is also true. Every time
you get a “non-ten” or think about getting a
non-ten you improve the probability of
repeating this outcome in the future. This
happens because it becomes like you to per-

form in the way you are picturing, good or
bad. Control the imprinting and you control
outcome in the future. Remember, it is much
easier to rehearse a perfect score than to shoot
a perfect score because you can always determine the results in an imagined imprint.
One of the greatest contributors to a poor
performance is to exaggerate the effect of a
bad shot by thinking about it or talking about
it. It is common in a competition to hear
shooters talking about their bad shots. Every
time they talk about a shot they imprint a shot
in their Self Image and, in a way, determine
their future performance through that
imprint. Bad habits cost shooters places in
competitions. I believe that more shoots are
lost by mental failure than
by technical error. One of
the chief contributors to
failure is the reinforcing of
a bad end by thinking
about it immediately after
shooting it.

“One of the greatest
contributors to a poor
performance is to
exaggerate the effect of
a bad shot by thinking
about it or talking
about it.”

a r c h e r y
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Everything that we do in
life, including shooting,
has three phases to it—the
Anticipation Phase, what
we think about before we perform, the Action
Phase, what we think about as we perform,
and the Reinforcement Phase, what we think
about just after we perform. The
Reinforcement Phase is critical to the development of a strong Self Image.
It is my belief that what you think about
just after you perform controls to a great

f o c u s

never think about a poorly
executed shot because you are
too busy reinforcing that you
put them all in the middle.
Okay, Lanny, are you telling
me that I should reinforce
that I scored in the center on
all of my targets even if I got
non-tens on several? Yes, that
is exactly what I propose!
When you use Feast and
Reinforce, you feast on your
center shots and imprint what it would have felt like
to have had all of your shots in the center. When you
do this your Self Image has to average the imprints of
the shots just attempted with the ones just pictured.
Your Self Image does not shrink ever! At worst, it stays
the same. At best it always grows and it brings closure
to the end. You will not lose targets again because you
are still thinking about past failures. Closure is accomplished by paying attention to the Reinforcement
Stage.

extent your attitude (Self
Image) about how you will
perform in the future. For
example, you have just underperformed on an end and just
as you are walking back to the
line you begin beating yourself up about your poor performance. You are, in effect,
causing your Self Image to
shrink because of what you
are thinking. The Self Image
grows or shrinks based on imprinting and your
imprinting is negative.
You cannot eliminate imprinting the result of a
shot. This is called an Environmental Imprint. But,
what if you could eliminate ever thinking about a bad
shot? You can eliminate your negative reinforcement.
You are the only one that decides to picture or talk
about a bad shot after you have finished shooting. It is
always your choice.

R

Realize also that what you think about just after an
action appears to have a greater imprint that thinking
about it after time has passed. An important part of
the Mental Management Tournament System that I
teach in small group and individual seminars is that
we should control what we think about before, during, and after shooting. The Anticipation Phase of an
end is the Preload. (I just wanted to tweak your interest about the topic of the next issue of Archery Focus
when we will discuss the Preload and its relationship
to the Mental Program.) The Action Phase of an end
is shooting the arrows and the Reinforcement Phase is
called Feast and Reinforce.
Have you ever had this happen? You perform
poorly on an end and the shots just cannot get out of
your mind. If they stay with you it improves the
chances of scoring low again. Two ends later you
repeat the error because you did not bring closure to
the non-tens.
Closure, now that is a great word. What if you
could bring closure to every end you shoot and the
non-tens of the past would never haunt you in the
present. Wow! It can be done and here’s how.
Feast and Reinforce is a planned-for and practiced
program of always imprinting what it feels like to
shoot the end perfectly. You should do this immediately after you finish scoring the end and pulling your
arrows. If you do this every time you shoot, you will

Y

You have a choice. You can beat yourself up or lift
yourself up. You can slow or grow your Self Image
growth. It’s up to you!

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental
Management® concepts are used
and endorsed by Olympian and
World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
or at www.lannybassham.com.
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

“Have you ever had this
happen? You perform poorly on an end and the shots
just cannot get out of your
mind. What if you could
bring closure to every end
you shoot and the non-tens
of the past would never
haunt you in the present.”

Dr. Jeff Marsick

Special Feature

Repairing and Preventing
Rotator Cuff Injuries
Does your shoulder ache after shooting? Is it getting
worse and starting to affect your performance? Does
the pain go away, but come back again pretty soon
after picking up the bow again? You most likely
have injured your rotator cuff. When it comes to
injuries, few are as career threatening to an archer
as those affecting the rotator cuff. Left ignored and
untreated, this type of injury can cause reduced
range of motion in the shoulder and impact not
only your shooting but also activities of everyday
life. Adding some easy exercises to a pre-shooting
warm-up as well as incorporating them into your
training regime will go a long way towards preventing further injury.
What is the Rotator Cuff?
It is a term applied to the four muscles of the
shoulder (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres
minor, and subscapularis) responsible for keeping the shoulder joint (where the upper arm
meets the shoulder blade) held together. Two of
the muscles are called external rotators, because
their job is to pull the arm away from the body,
as if you were pulling a button off your shirt.
One of the muscles is an internal rotator, its job
is to pull the arm into the body, as if you were
patting yourself on the chest. The fourth muscle
works with other muscles throughout the shoulder’s whole range of motion to keep it nice and
stable when you lift your arm up to the side and
in front of you.
It is important to understand that the rotator cuff muscles are small in comparison to, say,
your chest or back muscles. In addition, if you
imagine the shoulder joint as looking like a golf
ball on a tee, you can appreciate how unstable
the shoulder joint can be and how important the
rotator cuff is.
a r c h e r y
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Now, rotator cuff injuries are most often
caused by imbalances between muscles: the
internal rotators are stronger than the external
rotators and the muscles holding the shoulder
blades against your ribs. You have all seen the
typical posture: shoulders rolled forward, head
pushed forward, sometimes even the backs of the
hands rest against the thighs. It’s a common posture among swimmers. The internal rotators
(including the pectoralis muscles of the chest
and the latissimus muscles of the back) are
pulling so strong on the shoulders that the external rotators of the rotator cuff and shoulder
blade stabilizers cannot do their job. What develops is called a rotator cuff syndrome, or more
correctly, a shoulder instability.
How to Correct It
External Rotations with a Theraband
Sit or stand with the shoulder to be exercised on
the side opposite the Theraband (which should
be tied around a pole or doorknob). Put a small
towel under your arm, and keep your elbow
against your side and bent to 90 degrees so your
hand holding the Theraband lies against your
stomach. Pull your shoulder blades back as if you
were trying to pinch a peanut between them and
keep them there the whole time. Now, lift your
hand away from your body while keeping your
elbow and upper arm against your side. Hold at
the end for a count of two, then slowly return
your hand to your chest, counting to five. Do it
twelve times and then switch sides. Do each side
three times. A variation of this is to lie on your
side with the shoulder to be exercised on top, a
small towel under the arm bent to 90 degrees (see
figure top of next column).

f o c u s

Pull the shoulder blades together and keep them
there the whole time. Raise the weight as high as it will
go, count to two, then slowly lower while counting to
five.
Standing Diagonal Raises with a Theraband
Stand with a Theraband in one hand, while stepping on
it with the opposite foot (right arm with left foot, and
vice versa). Your arm should be crossed over in front of
you as if you were reaching into the opposite front pocket of your pants. Pull your shoulder blades together as if
you were trying to pinch a peanut between them and
keep them together the whole time. Raise the Theraband
in a diagonal direction, keeping your elbow slightly bent,
until the arm is overhead and slightly behind you. Slowly
lower your arm to the starting position, counting to five
on the way down. Do this twelve times and then switch
sides. Do each side three times. This can also be done on
a machine at the gym as shown in the next diagram. The
motion is the same.

Continued on the Next Page

Continued from the Previous Page

One Final Note—if you feel pain while doing these exercises, stop! Look in a mirror to make sure you are doing
them correctly. If you are, but the pain is still there, seek
medical attention to rule out a more serious injury.

Push-ups with a Plus
Get on the floor, on your hands and knees. For this exercise, you need to keep your arms straight, your elbows
locked. Let your chest fall to the ground as far as it will
go, which won’t be very far. You are trying to get your
shoulder blades to touch. Now, push the middle of your
back up to the ceiling as if you were a cat stretching. Just
when you think your back can’t go any higher, push just
a bit more. Hold this position for a count of two, and
then slowly relax, counting to five, while your chest falls
to the floor again. This is not a push-up in the traditional sense, this exercise is strengthening the smaller posture
muscles that hold your shoulder blades in place. Do this
twelve times and then rest. Do the whole exercise three
times.

Dr. Jeff Marsick is a Certified Chiropractic Sports
Physician and nutritionist in private practice in
Fairfield, CT. A former Coast Guard officer, he also
has a background as a personal trainer. A selftaught archer, he has been shooting off and on for
seven years, but soon hopes to start shooting competitively . . . lessons might not be a bad idea, either.

Doorway Stretch
This is a great stretch for the big chest muscles that are
one of the major culprits in bad posture and pulling the
shoulder joint forward into a rounded posture. Stand in
a doorway, and put your arms on each side of the doorframe; shoulders and elbows bent to 90 degrees and the
forearms flat against the frame. Take a small step forward, or lean forward into the doorway, and stay there
for 30 seconds. You should feel a stretch across your
chest. Now, reach up higher, so your elbows are about
even with your ears. Keeping your forearms flat against
the frame, lean or step forward, and stay there for 30 seconds. That’s it. You’re done.
While these exercises are fantastic, they are just the
beginning of rotator cuff health. If you do not have a
Theraband, the exercises can be done with light dumbbells, and can easily be added to a warm-up routine. In
future articles I will expand upon these exercises and give
you more options to strengthening your rotator cuff.
a r c h e r y
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Van Webster

Building Archery
Participation & Club
Membership <
Each New Years Day the nation’s attention is
turned to Pasadena, California, site of the colorful Tournament of Roses Parade and, later in the
day, the annual Rose Bowl football game. Yet
few of the million plus visitors to Pasadena or
the tens of millions of television viewers know
that within walking distance of these two
national events lies one of the oldest Field
Archery ranges in California.
Since 1935, Pasadena Roving Archers (PRA)
has been the caretakers of this beautiful facility,
located in a public park, just south of the Rose
Bowl stadium. The targets are set against a
wooded hillside among
native oak trees and wild
flowers. The club offers a
range of competitive
opportunities including
a weekly qualifier field
round, a monthly 3-D
shoot and twice monthly
300 rounds. The PRA
range is also host to the
University of Southern California (USC) and
California Institute of Technology (Caltech) collegiate archery teams.
Maintaining a range and providing competitive opportunities requires a strong and active
membership. Where hunting forms the basis of

many field archery clubs’ membership, Pasadena, California is in the middle of a large urban
area. Some of PRA’s members do hunt, even
though they have to travel long distances to find
legal game. Rather than depend on member
interest in hunting, the club has found that its
program of free archery instruction has formed
the basis for expanding the local archery community, providing both club membership
growth and financial stability.
As part of the park use agreement between
the club and the City of Pasadena, Pasadena
Roving Archers offers
free introductory archery
classes to the public every
Saturday morning. These
classes were begun in the
early 1960s by Ed
Ryman, Wright Huff,
Morey Miller, and Ken
and Lyetta Clark. The
founding teachers were
not certified, except in
their years of experience.
Their dedication, however, set a standard for
future instructors.
What started out as a small group with perhaps a dozen students on a busy day, has expanded into an active, multifaceted archery education

“What started out as a
small group with perhaps
a dozen students on a
busy day, has expanded
into an archery education
program serving up to 80
students at a time.”
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with Free Archery Classes>

through a progressive program of shooting skills.
Additional topics include
equipment choices, maintenance, selecting arrows, a
bibliography, and archery
resources. Students shoot
practice tournaments on
both 10 ring targets at fixed
distances and on field targets at varying distances
and terrain. The goals of the BAIP classes are to develop
the skills of the archers; direct them to choosing and purchasing their own equipment; increase the participation
in the club’s tournament offerings; and to encourage
membership in Pasadena Roving Archers.
Students who have completed the Safety and
Orientation Class, as well as those who have completed,
or are waiting to take the BAIP class, are invited to participate in our supervised shooting program. Archers
shoot at 10 and 20 yards and are guided by the instructors in improving their shooting form. The Saturday
classes provide an opportunity for students to ask the
instructors for guidance on selecting equipment or setting up their new bow. The Saturday morning shoots
have also proved to be a popular social time, as people get
to know one another and share stories.

program serving up to 80
students at a time. Student
archers, traveling from over
100 zip codes in Southern
California, line up every
Saturday for the Safety and
Orientation Class, the sixweek sequential Basic
Archery Instruction Program (BAIP) class, and supervised shooting on the
practice range.

T

These free programs see hundreds of new, first time
archers in thousands of student-class contacts during the
year. Many of the students are exploring the sport for the
first time. They come in all ages and backgrounds. The
club teaches children from 5 to 18 years old. Adults
range in age from college students to retirees. A high percentage of the participants are adult women. All are
motivated by the challenge of directing an arrow to a target.
The Safety and Orientation Class is given to beginners who have never shot at the Pasadena range before.
Even if they have shot elsewhere or, as is sometimes the

“The free archery classes have
increased the goodwill of the
club in the community.”

A

All of the instructors are volunteers and club members.
They are NAA certified and follow the NADA guidelines
for safety and shooting form. It is the staff ’s belief that
starting the student out with the correct form from the
very beginning reduces the number of bad habits that
have to be unlearned later. As one instructor said,
“Beginning students will make more progress in their
archery on the very first day than they will on any future
day.”
The value in this program, and the opportunity for
other archery clubs and archery retailers, is in the use of
free instruction as a lure to draw new participants to the
sport. All of our introductory programs are free and the
club provides all of the recurve bow equipment at no
charge. The only obstacle to joining in is just showing
up. Expanding the number of people participating in
archery expands the number of potential club members

case, having shot many years ago, all first time archers are
required to take this class. The one and a half hour Safety
and Orientation Class has three goals for first timers: to
learn range safety rules; to learn basic shooting form; and
to have fun.
After a warm up and stretching session, beginners are
divided up into groups of 8-12 archers for instruction.
Safe equipment handling, shooting line rules and range
whistle commands are demonstrated and practiced.
Students learn to shoot from a “T” stance with an
emphasis on body alignment, smooth draw, and solid
anchor. Many instructors include an archery game during the class. At the conclusion of the orientation class,
new archers join the more experienced group for a
“Balloon Round.” Archers who burst a balloon may
claim a prize inside.

“About 3% to 8% of first
timers stick with archery long
enough to purchase equipment,
join the club, and shoot in
tournaments.”

T

The more advanced Basic Archery Instruction Program
(BAIP) was conceived by PRA President Mike Burnham
as a six week sequential class in shooting form. The syllabus and course materials were developed by Van
Webster and members of the PRA teaching staff. Based
on the “9 Steps to the 10 Ring,” students are lead
a r c h e r y
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“Many adults are coming to
archery from other disciplines
including fencing, martial
arts and firearms shooting.”
as well as the market for archery equipment and accessories.
For participants, this free program is a great way to
try a new sport without the expense of gearing up and
paying for lessons or joining a team. Parents are thrilled
that there is an activity for their kids, that costs the parents nothing and in which they can play, too. By reducing the barriers to entry, people are willing to try something new.
For the club, the free archery classes have increased
the goodwill of the club in the community. Our membership is growing and diversifying. We add an average of
three to four members or families per month. By offering a 300 round, the participation at our tournaments is
up. We are adding more instructors too. Students who
have completed the program are being certified to teach
the next group of newcomers.

In a broader context, these free archery classes, and
others like them, are bringing the fun and challenge of
archery to a whole new audience. Kids, who may not
have found their place in team sports, can be successful
with archery. Adults are finding an activity that they can
share with their children and not just sit on the sidelines.
Many adults are coming to archery from other disciplines including fencing, martial arts and firearms shooting. They are enjoying the competitive challenge and the
social network that archery provides.
Pasadena Roving Archers has found that about 3%
to 8% of first timers stick with archery long enough to
purchase equipment, join the club, and shoot in tournaments. While that may not seem like a big number, it is
consistent with industry figures for participants in camp
and youth archery programs. The high volume of archery
students PRA sees in its free archery programs translates
over time into a solid base of committed archers who will
benefit the sport as participants, competitors and retail
consumers.

Van Webster returned to archery after a
long break when his younger son, Stefan,
began shooting with Pasadena Roving
Archers. Van is a NAA Level 2 instructor, and vice president of Pasadena
Roving Archers.
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Annette M. Musta

Archery Fitness
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You pick up your bow and put an arrow on the
string. You raise your bow and start your draw
sequence. You pull the string back and anchor. At
the precise moment, you release the arrow and finish the sequence with your followthrough. The
entire time, a complicated system of equilibrium
receptors is monitoring and adjusting your balance,
the position of your body, and your shot.
Equilibrium is a special sense closely linked with
the five main senses especially sight, hearing, and
touch. Equilibrium processors in the brain stem
also closely monitor and depend on muscle
memory making equilibrium extremely important to precision sports like archery. Although
equilibrium is innate and the archer is only
aware of it if something goes wrong, it can affect
every aspect of the archery shot. Equilibrium
training can be used to improve your form, your
shot, and your score.
The Anatomy of Equilibrium
The main sensory center of equilibrium is the
inner ear. The bony structures of the ear protect
the two main equilibrium sensors - the vestibule
and the semicircular canals. The vestibular sensory receptors detect changes in static equilibrium.
The semicircular canals monitor changes in
dynamic equilibrium.
Static equilibrium is the position of the head
in space. This is important to posture and body
positioning. There are two static equilibrium
sensors in each ear. One lies in the horizontal
plane, the other in the vertical plane. The sensors
are small, disk-like structures called maculae.
They consist of a supporting layer of cells with
a r c h e r y
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embedded nerve fibers. The nerve fibers connect
to receptor cells called “hair cells.” They actually
look like small hairs. The hair cells extend into a
gelatinous membrane. This membrane is studded with tiny stones made from calcium. The
stones increase the weight of the membrane and
increase its resistance to changes in motion.
As the head moves, either on its own or with
the body, the gelatinous membrane shifts. The
hair cells detect this shift and relay the information to the central nervous system via the nerve
fibers. Since the two maculae are arranged in
opposing planes, both vertical and horizontal
head motions are detected by this system. If you
nod your head, the maculae detect the motion. It
is the maculae that also detect horizontal and
vertical motions of the entire body such as when
you are riding an elevator or in a car. The maculae also detect the discontinuation of linear
motions. As the body or head stops movement,
the gelatinous membranes slide in the opposite
direction of the motion. The hair cells detect this
and relay the cessation of motion to your nervous system.
The static equilibrium system can only
detect linear motions. It is the semicircular
canals that detect rotational, or dynamic,
motion. There are three semicircular canals.
They are arranged in three planes (X,Y,Z). Think
of a box. The height of the box of the box is “X”,
the width of the box is “Y”, and the depth of the
box is “Z”. This arrangement allows the canals to
detect rotational movements of the head in
space. The sensory detection area is a slight
raised bump in each canal. This bump is called
the crista ampullaris. The crista are arranged
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Mastering
much like the maculae with a supporting layer containing nerve fibers,
hair cells, and a gelatinous mass. Much like the maculae, change in head
movement in space causes the gel to move. This movement bends the
hair cells. The nerve fibers detect this movement and relay the information to the central nervous system.
Both the maculae and the semicircular canals are embedded in the
rigid, bony structure of the inner ear. The bony structure will always
move with the head and body. It is the gelatinous mass within the maculae and crista that move. The gel only moves when your motion is
changed. If your body continues to move in the same direction at a constant rate, the gel eventually comes to rest. At this point, the nerve fibers
relay this lack of motion to the central nervous system. This inertia
remains until the motion is changed by speeding up or slowing down.
This can be demonstrated by blindfolding an individual and subjecting
them to a constant motion (spinning a chair at a constant speed). After
the first few seconds, the person will no longer sense the motion. They
will feel as if the are sitting still.
The maculae and the semicircular canals are the primary sensory
receptors for the equilibrium system. But, as described above, they are
limited in their ability to give a complete picture to the brain. The equilibrium system also monitors the muscles of the body and the senses of
sight, sound, and feeling. In the above example the person was blindfolded. If they could see, their brain would know they are continuing to
move. Similarly, a loud television on one side of the room would provide
the system with sensory information. As the subject was spun around on
their chair, even with a blindfold, their ears would pick up the change in
the position of the sound. The brain would know the body was still
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“Any movement during the draw
sequence must be repeatable on every
shot. The more movement you have in
your body, the less likely you will
achieve consistency.”
moving even though the gelatinous masses of the inner ear had come to
rest. The movement of air on the skin would also contribute to the
brain’s equilibrium input as would the smell from the chocolate chip
cookies baking in the next room. All of these inputs are factored into the
equilibrium equation.
The third major component of the equilibrium system is the constant monitoring of the muscles in the body. The system depends on
muscle memory. It looks for the “regular” pattern of muscle movement
in activities. This applies for all movements made by the body—from
walking down the street to shooting a bow. The system takes all of the
information gathered by the senses, the inner ear, and the muscles and
processes it in a reflexive reaction. This reaction does not require conscious input, the brain and the muscles work in tandem to maintain
Continued on the Next Page
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Lanny Bassham
Olympic Gold Medalist
World Champion.
Over 20 years
experience teaching
mental performance
to elite shooters.

1-800-879-5079
www.lannybassham.com
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“During every shot, your
brain is constantly monitoring every aspect of your
movement. It naturally
wants to maintain the sameness of movement from shot
to shot.”

Finding
Your Archery Balance
The first step to finding your
balance is finding your base of
support. You will need a video
camera or an observer.
Assume your archery stance
with your hands at your side. Your archery stance should
be a neutral body position. In your archery stance, your
spine should be at its natural position. If the pelvis tilts
backwards, this is called lordosis. Tuck the pelvis in and
under so there is not a sharp curve in the lower back. The
ankles, knees, hips, and shoulders should be relaxed and
parallel to the ground. From all angles, your body should
be evenly distributed around your center line of gravity.
Videotape your body in this natural stance or have your
observer look at you from the front, sides, and back. If
possible, take a video of yourself from directly overhead
as well. Look for any misalignment. Repeat this any time
you change your stance.
Where is your body weight on your feet? Is the
weight in the balls of the feet? In the heels? Evenly distributed throughout the foot? The least effective stance is
weight on the heels. This provides the least amount of
stability. Even distribution of the weight is preferred.
Next, assume your neutral position. Mimic your
archery draw while taping yourself. Does your body
alignment change? Excessive body movement and movement outside the lines of the neutral position will negatively affect your shot. If your shot requires a lot of
movement outside of your neutral position, you should
work with your coach to eliminate as much of this movement as possible. Realize that any movement during the
draw sequence must be repeatable on every shot. The
more movement you have in your body, the less likely
you will achieve consistency.

equilibrium but we do not
have to think about it. This is
especially important when we
lose our balance. We would
fall every time if the reaction
to stumbling were not automatic!
All of this is extremely important to precision skills
such as archery. During every shot, your brain is constantly monitoring every aspect of your movement. It
naturally wants to maintain the sameness of movement
from shot to shot. Honing your equilibrium system and
integrating it into your archery shot will ultimately result
in a repetitive motion integral to success in archery.

Balance
Balance is the equal distribution of weight around your
center of gravity. The human body, being upright, has a
constantly changing center of gravity. The center of gravity changes every time your body is repositioned. It is also
affected by external weight. During the archery draw, the
center of gravity is in constant motion. The weight of the
bow, the movement of the draw arm, the tension and
release of the muscles of the upper back all affect the center of gravity. In addition, wind pushing on the extended bow will also affect the balance of the archer.
Furthermore, your own state of physical shape and
weight distribution make balance a truly individual element of the archery motion.
The line of gravity is the straight line from the center of gravity to the center of the earth. In order to maintain balance, the line of gravity needs to fall within your
base of support. This base is established by body’s points
of contact with the earth. When you are standing, your
base is your feet on the ground. A wider base is generally more stable than a narrower base. The archery stance
is your base of support during your shot. The stance
should be wide enough to equally distribute your weight
during the draw sequence. Most archers give little
thought to their stance. They were probably told to stand
with their feet slightly spread, approximately hip width
apart. This is a “one size fits none” concept. Every
archer’s stance should be unique and dynamic. The
stance will change as the body shape and size of the
archer changes. In other words, your optimal stance is
likely to change over time. Improper stance will negatively affect your shot and it can lead to unnecessary
fatigue of the muscles and even to injury.

Improving Your Balance
It is not good enough to know your neutral position.
Most people have poor balance. This negatively affects
your archery form. Better balance will lead to more consistency in body movement and control.
A simple series of moves, integrated into your morning stretch routine, is a good place to start with your balance training.
Balance Exercise One
Start in your neutral position. If you need support, rest a
hand on a stable chair. Slowly raise onto the balls of your
feet, lifting your heels off of the floor. Hold this position
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for a count of five and lower. Repeat ten times adding
one more second to each balance. If you are steadying
yourself by holding onto a support, let go for the last two
seconds. Work your way up to unassisted balance and
holding your balance for a count of thirty.
Balance Exercise Two
Start in your neutral position, hold onto a support if necessary. Shift your weight to your left foot and slowly raise
your right foot off of the floor and hold it in front of you
for ten seconds. Return to the neutral position. Repeat
by raising your right foot to the side, then behind you,
and to the side holding for a count of ten in each position. If you are holding onto a support, let go of the support for the last two or three seconds in each position.
Repeat with the left foot.
More Balance Training
Yoga is another good form of balance training. Many
yoga moves require strength and balance to perform.
Yoga gives you the added benefit of stretching your muscles while you are working on your balance.
Another excellent form of balance training is a “wobble board.” This is a round or square board set on a halfball. They can be found at sporting goods stores or online
fitness stores. Just balancing on a wobble board every day
will improve your balance. Balance on a wobble board
while performing your hand weight strength routine.
Using light handheld weights, perform biceps curls, overhead presses, one arm row, deltoid presses, and triceps
kickbacks while standing on a wobble board. This not
only improves your balance, it also helps to work your
stabilizer muscles in your abdomen and back.

Is there excessive movement in your shot? Are you regularly losing your balance? Use the knowledge you gain in
these exercises to eliminate or improve the elements of
your shot that are causing you to lose your balance.
You can continue to practice on your balance board
with your bow but you should not actually shoot your
bow. Start by practicing your draw sequence and letting
down. You can also practice with a draw sling but always
stay close to the target, no more than five feet away and
take all necessary safety precautions. Finally, do not add
your bow and certainly do not add arrows until you are
sure of your balance on your practice board(s).

W

Balance Training in Archery
You can add balance training to your archery routine.
Cut a 2x4 or a 2x6 piece of wood long enough to accommodate your archery stance. If you have a staggered
stance, cut two pieces of wood.
Place the widest part of the board or boards (the four
or six inch part) on a solid surface close to your target.
Start by balancing on the board(s) in the neutral position. Work on this for ten minutes a day until you are
comfortable balancing on the board(s). Next, pick up
your theraband. Work for fifteen minutes a day replicating your archery shot while balancing on the board(s).
Stay with this exercise until you can “shoot” your theraband without losing your balance.
It is a good idea to videotape yourself while working
on this exercise. Are you maintaining a neutral position?
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Working on your balance will bring out problems with
your archery stance and your archery shot. Correcting
these problems will lead to a much more consistent shot
and a better score.

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pennsylvania. She has been shooting for
 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last seven years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Compound Tech 100

Deb Oltz

The Woman’s Job?
So, you’re female and you like shooting archery.
Who’s taking care of your equipment? Yeah, I know.
. . , of course, the guy in your life. After all, he takes
care of his own, shouldn’t he also take care of yours?
No, not really!

T

There are many advantages to taking care of your
own equipment. It’s certainly not rocket science
and once explained, really pretty simple. The
tools are basic and the adjustments personal. You
could easily do it. Some good reasons are:
1. Learning—it’s not that difficult; you can do it.
2. Convenience—he may not be available for
urgent needs.
3. Timing—you won’t have to wait for him to
“get to it.”
4. Performance—your equipment and form is
different than his.
5. Personality—it’s a chance to show some individual style.
Once you have been
around the bow shop or
shooting range you will
probably begin to notice
the difference between men
and women shooting, especially when things are
not going good. No, we are not going to discuss
the swear words.

likely to blame their equipment. They will continue to struggle throughout the round before
asking for assistance. The site has to fall off the
bow before they realize it’s even loose. They will
likely have to quit until someone else fixes the
problem. However, if you want to be competitive
or just score well, you need to know your equipment and learn to take care of it.

S

Starting when you first get the bow, the bow shop
person should set it up to fit you. It doesn’t matter if it’s new or used, the equipment should be
adjusted to your own measurements. They
should assemble the bow, rest, sight, stablizers,
etc. and level the bow. They should determine
what arrows fit your equipment and shooting
style and set the timing and arrow flight properly. Once you have accepted the package, you
should become familiar with the equipment. The
first thing you will notice is
that almost everything
adjustable on the bow can
be done with an allen
wrench set. It’s the most
important tool you can
carry. You do know what allen wrenches are,
right?
The second most important tool is the bow
square. What’s that? It’s a measuring tool, to
check and verify you adjustments. You will need
to purchase one at the bow shop or from an
archery catalog. They are inexpensive. If you take
measurements so that you know what your bow
measurements are when things are at their best,
you will know what to look for when you start

“You do know what
allen wrenches are,
right?”

A

A man will usually blame his equipment. How
many times have you heard “I need a new bow!”
or “This release just won’t go off!”? For women
however, it’s usually more of a personal issue, as
they will say “Maybe it’s my grip,” or “I’m just
feeling clumsy today.” In fact, women are not
a r c h e r y
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“After a few successful
fixes or changes, you will
notice that your archery
experience has been
enhanced by your ability
to feel in control. ”

experiencing problems. Things
like the distance between the
peep site, the kisser button, and
the nocking point. Other than
comfort or shot performance,
there’s not a better indicator than
a measurement. By the way, these
are things guys usually don’t check.
So, okay, what tools are really required? Do I have to
carry a tool bag?
Some things are mandatory, others could be very
helpful, and some are things women are likely to carry
anyway.

They will also be happy to help
you. Make your questions draw
on their expertise.
• What is this screw for?
• Will it need regular adjustment?
• What should I mark or measure for future reference?
• Which parts are subject to wear?
• What conditions are dangerous and would prevent
shooting?
• What is my draw length, poundage, arrow size, fletch
size and point weight?

Mandatory
allen wrench set
bow square and your measurements
small adjustable wrench (for sight adjustments)

Once you begin to take charge, you will begin to gain
confidence. Knowing that you have the ability to analyze
problematic situations will improve your overall experience by eliminating helpless anxiety. Then, when its time
for equipment upgrades or new concepts, you will know
what is best for you. Slowly, your equipment will begin
to establish more of your style. As you try new equipment or techniques, don’t forget to add new colors,
stripes or patterns, or something personalized. Then
identify your things. Name, initials or club name could
get lost or stolen items returned.
After a few successful fixes or changes, you will
notice that your archery experience has been enhanced
by your ability to feel in control. Then, it’s up to you if
you want to help others as well . . . maybe even that guy
who’s previously been in charge!

O

Helpful
string wax
nock turner (save your teeth)
alcohol pad or small bottle of alcohol (not to drink)
Other Nice Items to Have
nail clippers (good small cutter)
nail file (can be used as a small screwdriver)
lighter (for string frays, etc)
white out or nail polish
(to mark settings, or to lock screws)
mirror (for hard to see places)
What about spare parts?
Most equipment is pretty durable. If you make it a habit
to check that all screws are tight and settings are good
before you start a round, a few extra arrows should cover
your needs. Most people like to carry a few replacement
nocks or a backup release.
Note that none of these tools or parts are large and
can easily be stored in that beautiful new quiver or pouch
that you like. It will be comforting to know that you have
what you need. You won’t be surprised when the guys
start asking “Do you have that nock turner with you?” or
“Can I borrow your nail polish?”.

Debbra Oltz lives in a small town in
Central New York with her husband
and three dogs. She is the mother of
one and grandmother of two. She is an
Internet Product Manager in a challenging career living a diversified and
active life. Her father started her
interest in archery as a child, but
many years passed before she and her
husband began competing nine years
ago. She likes to compete in multiple styles and has won the New York
State Indoor Bowhunter Freestyle Championship twice and has been
second in the Freestyle class several times. Now her interests are leaning
toward trying a recurve bow. Deb really enjoys promoting archery, assisting new archers and encouraging everyone to have fun. Writing about
archery is another challenge she is exploring.

Now That We’ve Identified What’s Required,
How Do You Know What to Do?
Just ask. Remember, your bow shop people are your
allies, as they know and sell equipment. They know
what’s new, what’s safe, and generally what’s best for you.
a r c h e r y
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Coaching Archery

Tim Scronce

Coaching . . .
Why Do It?
Whether you are a recreational archer or a competitive archer, at some point someone will ask
you for some tips on shooting better. After the initial shock of being asked wears off and you
answer them to the best of your ability you have
to realize that to some degree you just made the
jump to coaching. The next thing you have to
look at is whether or not you actually helped that
person. Did your advice help, did they improve
because of it, and did you enjoy it?

M

My wife is very fond of saying that those who
can’t do, teach. I know it’s probably someone
else’s quote and I’m sorry I don’t know who to
credit. I like to think that I am capable and can
do, as well as teach. Being a recreational archer
I found it very satisfying when someone would
ask me why I did this or that and actually listen to the answer. I have been shooting since I
was a kid and later in the 1980s used archery
as a way to increase my hunting season. Disco
had died . . . what else was I gonna do?
Helping people find the fun in archery
through sharing my experiences was just a natural progression.
It was in 1991 that my wife, Sandi, and I
got our first taste of moving more into teaching. I say teaching because at this point I was
far from having enough experience to coach. It
was one of those weekend volunteer clean-ups
at a local Girl Scout camp. While there we
found a stash of archery equipment in a builda r c h e r y
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ing. Most was new and had not been used.
Curious, I inquired about the equipment. My
daughter would be attending the camp and I
really wanted her to have the same opportunity with archery I had at camp as a kid.
Surprisingly, the equipment couldn’t be used
because there were no certified instructors
available. What a shame . . . I volunteered!
As with any organization things take time
so, a year later, we earned our NAA Level 1
Instructor’s certificate. The following three
years were a blast. I loved what I was doing.
Helping youth learn what I had enjoyed all my
life. I wanted more. There’s a Level 2? Sign me
up. Level 3? You bet. The latter we received in
2000.
During our Level 2 years we got involved
with JOAD, the NAA’s Junior Olympic
Archery Development program. I felt that with
Level 2 training I was ready to coach. It soon
dawned on me that coaching someone to shoot
properly and teaching them what to expect at
tournaments was two different things. I began
to compete to gain more coaching experience.
The amazing thing was that as I got more
shooting experience to make me a better
coach, being a better coach made me a better
archer. The information I passed on stuck with
me also. Paraphrasing something I read by
William Glasser, “We learn 10% of what we
read, 20% of what we hear, 30% of what we
see . . . and 95% of what we teach someone
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“The amazing thing was
that as I got more shooting
experience to make me a
better coach, being a better
coach made me a better
archer.”

hundred years from now it will
not matter what kind of car I
drove, what kind of house I
lived in, how much I had in
my bank account, nor what my
clothes looked like, but the
world may be a little better, because I was important
in the life of another person.” If for no other reason
you take up coaching maybe this should be the deciding factor. Don’t wait . . . take the next step. Someone
will benefit from it.

else.”
Coaching has also brought
my wife and me closer. We
actually have learned to work
very well together. We certify
Level 1 and 2 instructors. We
play well off of each other’s strong points (hers) and
weaknesses (mine). Well, what did you think I was
gonna say? The more I coach the more information I
want to know. I have worn out the keys on my computer keyboard searching the internet. The more I
coach, the more my love of the sport grows.
Working with kids has taught me the value of
patience and understanding. I had the opportunity
once to work with visually impaired and physically
handicapped kids at our local archery range. I came
away with a whole new respect for overcoming challenges and taking things for granted. Once again my
students became teachers. I have found that most kids
want the chance to succeed and just need someone to
guide them in the right direction. Being that guide has
brought Sandi and I a lot of memories.

Training
You’re ready for the next step and don’t know how to
proceed. That’s easy. A certification showing you have
some training helps. Kinda like a college degree.
People seem to place value on certified training. And
why not? When was the last time you went to the doctor and didn’t look to see that diploma on the wall. We
all want to know that we are dealing with someone
who has been trained in their field.
When I decided to get “improved” I went to the
National Archery Association. Now before anyone
from another organization freaks, that’s where the Girl
Scout Council I was dealing with sent me. The training I have received from them over the years has been
incredible and valuable. Realize that this is about how
to teach/coach archery, not just shoot it. Being a good
shooter is not all it takes. I have since taken it upon

S

Sandi’s love of the recurve brought me back to the
basics with a passion. I hadn’t shot one in years. I
hunted with a compound bow. It wasn’t long before
both of us were shooting longbow, recurve, and compound bows. When Sandi picked up her first “bow
with training wheels” I knew we were totally hooked.
And where did she turn for coaching on how to shoot
that first compound? Where
do ya think . . . the guy who
runs the pro shop! I guess I was
too hard on her.
Coaching has become a
huge part of our life. We got
involved with Girl Scouts, Boy
Scouts, YMCA, you name it. It
has taken us all over the country. Okay, so you ain’t gonna
get rich from it but the value is
far beyond monetary. I have
personally had opportunities
that I wouldn’t have had otherwise. It has made a difference
in my life for the better and I
hope other’s lives, too. We have
an inspirational message on
our range for the kids who
read, “What Matters? One-

Continued on the Next Page
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“I had the opportunity
once to work with visually
impaired and physically
handicapped kids at our
local archery range. I came
away with a whole new
respect for overcoming
challenges and taking
things for granted.”

looking for some volunteer
help. What a great way to
develop your style. Get
involved with your local Boy
Scouts. They have a good
shooting sports training for
beginners.
How much training you
get is up to you. How far you
can take it . . . well, there is no
limit. No one knows it all!. Don’t be afraid to ask for
help. The NAA, NFAA, and NADA have a data base
of coaches and instructors at your disposal. A great
program for youth that you can get involved in is the
National Archery in the Schools Program. Contact the
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife Department for info. One
thing I have found in the past is the fact that all
archers are a sharing group. Just can’t wait for someone
to ask a question. You’d be amazed how much I have
picked up at tournaments.
Subscribe to hunting and archery magazines.
Archery Focus magazine is a fantastic source of infor-

myself to get extra training
with different groups and all
the info I can absorb from
individuals and the internet.
The
National
Field
Archery Association has a great
training program. As soon as I
get my Level 4 I’m getting in
contact with them. Can’t learn
too much. Another organization for info is the National Alliance for the
Development of Archery. It’s really amazing how
many people are out there that can help. Try the internet, you’ll find help.
Most bow manufacturers have training available at
some point or another. I don’t want to leave anyone
off the list so I’ll just say contact your favorite bow
company and ask. If they are not doing any at the time
of contact I’ll bet they can direct you to someone who
is.
The local pro shop is a good place to get some
training. There’s also a good chance they might be
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Tim Scronce and his wife
Sandi are both NAA Level 3
Coaches. Tim has been
involved in archery since
around the age of seven. He
shoots compound, recurve,
and occasionally longbow.
He competes regularly, when
time permits. Sandi and
Tim teach and certify Level
1 and Level 2 instructors,
work with Girl and Boy
Scouts thru archery, coach in
a JOAD program, and have
a range at home to teach privately. In the past three years, they have used archery to raise money
for the American Cancer Society, the Union County Lions Club and
the Sun Valley Community Fair supporting five schools in the area.
Tim does commercial heating and air conditioning. They have two
children (Crystal and TJ) who both shoot recurve and compete as
well. They are proud to add that Crystal spent two years working on
getting an archery club going in her high school which became a
reality in February 2002. She now attends North Carolina State
where she plans to help reinstate the college’s archery team.

mation (I just had to plug it). Most bow manufactures
have websites with message boards. I have had a great
deal of fun answering questions on these boards and
seeing the dozens of different opinions on one subject.
Everyone out there has a video of some kind.
Some of them have proven very informative. Sandi
and I have an extensive collection we draw from at
times. We also have a large collection of books that
archers have written. One of the best books I have
read is “The Witchery of Archery” by Maurice
Thompson, founder of the NAA. I even “claimed” my
daughter’s college archery handbook.
There hasn’t been a day that I regretted getting
started in coaching. The trainings that I have been
involved in have helped me become a better coach
(and archer) and earned me respect as a coach. Don’t
wait any longer . . . get started.

a r c h e r y
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John Vetterli

Recurve Tech 300

Lessons from the Martial Arts

Sho Shin—
Beginner’s Mind
When I reached the level of Black Belt in Eishin
Ryu Swordsmanship, I realized something kind of
strange. The uniform of the Swordsman shows no
sign of rank. There are no colored belts like you see
in other martial arts. You do receive a very nice
piece of paper certifying your rank but you never
display it on your uniform or your body. Your
rank is only shown through your application of the
art itself. You see, there are only two types of
swordsmen—good ones and dead ones. Colored
belts mean nothing. There are no experts. Every
true master of the art is foremost a student of not
only the art but of life. His life becomes his art.
The practice of the art becomes his life. He is
always learning, growing, changing.

C

Competitive archery is very similar. There are
really no established means of external designation of skill, achievement, or status. You don’t
wear a number like 1350 or 925 on your back
signifying your highest tournament score. At
the beginning of every tournament there is no
rank. Everyone is even. It is not until the last
arrow of the event is shot can the victor be
determined. That is something truly amazing
about our sport. Olympic Champion or
Novice. There is that point in every tournament
a r c h e r y
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where the two are equal.
So what does the term Sho Shin or
Beginner’s Mind mean? In traditional martial
arts it means that there is no beginning or end
of your learning journey. The journey, like life,
is a circle. No beginning or end. In Karate, you
start with a belt that is part of the uniform. It is
pure white in color. This color represents a
clean mind. Uncluttered by prejudices and preconceived ideas. You are a clean slate. Through
many years of dedicated training the belt will
naturally change color from white to shades of
yellow, then brown and eventually it will turn a
very dark shade of grey, almost black, when the
belt becomes black, the edges and ends of the
belt will begin to fray and come apart. The
edges are actually white. When you see a true
martial artist his belt is not deep black and new

“You see, there are only
two types of swordsmen—
good ones
and
dead ones.”
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never know everything
about it. But if you
pursue your journey
with the Beginner’s
Mind, you will never
stagnate. You will
always be moving,
learning,
growing.
Scores and rankings
fluctuate up and
down. You will win
and lose. But those are
the experiences that
make you grow internally. It does not matter how many tournaments you win. If your
heart and soul have
stopped learning and
growing you have not
beginning or end of your learning journey. The journey, like life, is a circle.
really achieved anyIn archery it is very much the same. If you are to thing. Medals, trophies, status, these are all material
progress to your individual maximum potential you things that can be taken away or lost. A pure heart and
have to realize that reaching whatever goals you have spirit are the things that a person is truly measured by.
set for yourself is not the end but just the beginning. I They can never be taken away unless you willingly give
have the privilege of shooting regularly with Jay Barrs, them up. They are the things that make you . . . you.
1988 Olympic Gold and Silver medalist. I notice that
The good man does not grieve that
when Jay shoots he is always attentive to every nuance
other people do not recognize his merits.
of the shot. He trains hard and diligently. Just because
His only anxiety is lest
he has Olympic medals does not mean that his journey
he should fail to recognize theirs.
ended in the summer of 1988. He is still searching his
Confucius
own shot and analyzing for ways to improve himself.
His journey is always ongoing.
Archers and martial artists are the same thing.
Both are traveling the road of self-discovery and self
realized destiny. The key to reaching your full potential John Vetterli lives in Salt Lake City,
is to know that you will never master the art. You will Utah where he is a professional
looking. Any one can
go to a martial arts
store and buy a black
belt that is dyed. The
real artist proudly
wears the old fraying
grey belt with white
edges because it is a
representation of his
journey. The exterior
is well worn and
stained like his body,
but the interior fabric
is still the same pure
white color. His heart
and soul are pure. He
has realized that his
journey did not end
with his black belt but
it is just beginning.
In traditional martial arts Sho Shin or Beginner’s Mind means that there is no

I

Firefighter. He is married and has a
daughter. His martial arts history
began in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in
the karate form of Wado Ryu (the way
of peace or harmony). Osaka Sensei
instilled in him the desire to always
know why we do things not how. He
began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido
(the art of the Japanese sword) in
1998. The study of morals, ethics, philosophy, and Japanese culture were as important as learning to wield the sword. He currently holds the rank of black belt in Eishin Ryu from the All
Japan Kendo/Iaido Federation. He came into competitive archery
in 2001 and has been competing nationally since 2002. He currently holds a NAA level 2 instructor certification and is actively
pursuing his Level 3 certification.

“Jay Barrs trains hard and
diligently. Just because he has
Olympic medals does not
mean that his journey ended
in the summer of 1988. He is
still searching his own shot
and analyzing for ways to
improve himself.”
a r c h e r y
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42nd World Archery
Championships on DVD

Book Review

R

Recurve archer Jonathan Ohayon has produced
a remarkable set of DVDs that capture the form
and execution of the best archers in the world as
they competed in the 42nd World Archery
Championships. Four DVDs are available: Men’s
Compound, Women’s Compound, Men’s
Recurve, Women’s Recurve. All four of the
videos focus on the archers as they execute shots
during qualifications and medal matches.
Each DVD is navigated through a menu system, organized by archer and then by the match
(qualifications and match play). All of the finalists and most of the archers who qualified for
match play are represented. In the men’s compound DVD, for example, 20 individuals and
four teams are represented. Total running time
ranges from 45 minutes (Women’s Compound)
to 81 minutes (Men’s Recurve). The DVDs are
professionally packaged and well produced, but
only a single camera was used, so only one camera angle is used for each archer. If you are looking for commentary along with the video you
may be disappointed, as it is limited to just the
announcer, George Tekmitchov. His voice is very
clear during the gold medal matches, but little of
it can be heard during the other matches.
Watching an archer like world champion
Mary Zorn is a particular treat for me. Her form
with the compound bow is a model of perfection
and her mental focus is extraordinary. As Mary
shoots her way to a gold medal, she puts on a
clinic for those willing to watch and pay attention. I have given a lot of thought to the question of what is the most efficient way to draw
back the bow; after watching Mary on this DVD
I have my answers. Using the slow motion fea-

ture of the DVD player software on my computer, I was able to break her shot sequence
down step by step.
My favorite performance on the Men’s
Compound DVD is Clint Freeman in the gold
medal match. He exhibits flawless form and is
outwardly a model of composure. The single “8”
he shoots during the gold medal match does little to disturb his mental focus. As the match
concludes, my impression is that Freeman is a
shooting machine. But as he steps from the line
and it’s announced that he is the new world
champion, the enormity of his accomplishment
becomes apparent and he buries his face in his
hands, overcome with emotion. If this performance doesn’t inspire you to get out and practice
to become a better archer, nothing will.
Each DVD also includes team events, which is
great for quickly comparing the styles of all
archers on a team. In the team event each archer
on the team shoots in succession, the pressure of
executing quality shots under a strict time limit,
tests the limits of an archer’s concentration.

O
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Ohayon’s main purpose was to capture form and
execution, but much more was actually recorded. One can compare the mental focus of archers
and spot when breakdowns occurred. The camera captures the jubilation of the winners as well
as the disappointment of those who went home
without medals.
I had no problem playing the DVD on both
the DVD player connected to my television and
the DVD player built into my laptop computer.
The DVDs are region free (see sidebar for explanation) and are produced using the most popu-
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DVD Region Codes and Formats Explained
Similar to the VHS/Beta videotape wars when VCRs were
first produced, manufacturers have decided once again that
more is better in terms of supported formats. Among the
many formats are: DVD+R, DVD-R, and DVD+RW.
DVD+R and DVD-R are two one-time recordable formats. DVD+RW is a re-recordable format where the DVD
can be recorded and erased many times. Most DVD players can play both DVD+R and DVD-R, but a few will
only play one or the other.
Because motion picture studios wanted to control the
release of movies in different
countries they required that
region codes be included in the
DVD format. Every DVD
player includes a code for the
region in which it is sold. The
idea is that the region code for
the player and the movie must
match. This means that a DVD
player sold in Europe won’t
play a DVD intended for US
release. Region codes are entirely optional, however, and the

DVD in this review are “region free.” This means they
should play fine for a DVD player sold in any part of the
world.
There are two main television display systems in commercial use: PAL (common in Europe and parts of Asia)
and NTSC (used mostly in the Americas and parts of
Asia). A third encoding used mainly in Eastern Europe,
France, and Russia is called SECAM. All SECAM DVD
players however can display the PAL encoded DVDs.
These DVDs are also available in both of these formats.

Continued from the Previous Page

lar format, DVD-R. Co-producer Margaret Lyszkiewicz
reports that a only small number of customers have reported
problems playing the DVDs in
their machines. For those who
do have problems, a replacement DVD in the DVD+R format will be shipped free of
charge. As far as she knows, this
has always solved the problem.
These DVDs are available
on-line from www.thearcher.
com at $20(US) each, $35(US)
for two, and $15(US) each
when buying three or more.
They are currently also being
carried by Quicks Archery in
the U.K. and Shibuya Archery
in Japan.
Jonathan would like to thank
FITA for its permission to sell
these DVDs to assist in
fundraising.
Steve Ross
a r c h e r y
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Michael Barham

Special Feature

The Cherokee
Corn Stalk Shoot
We are always on the lookout for interesting
“new” aspects to our sport. So, I couldn’t
resist when I saw “corn stalk arrows” for sale
on eBay; I just had to get that seller, Michael
Barham of MB Archery, to tell us what it is all
about. Ed.

G

Growing up I never heard of a Corn Stalk shoot.
I heard of stump shooting, field tournaments,
archery golf, and later 3-D shoots but not the
Corn Stalk event. So, what in the world is a
corn stalk shoot? This sport is a fun, competitive,
challenging, and rewarding game with a lot of
good ole camaraderie and fellowship.
Some History
First, I will explain the history of it from the
knowledge I gathered from Cherokees and
others still living, much of which was
learned from their ancestors. I called
Al Herrin, an acquaintance of mine,
and well known in archery. I wanted
his input and confirmation of what I
knew, so he did confirm what I knew,
and he also gave me his knowledge as
well to add to this article. Pete Vann,
another friend of mine, was also helpful with the history. He helped in getting the shoot started back in
Tahlequah, after it died out in the
early 50s, because the old timers had
passed on. Pete gained a lot of the history from his dad who was also a
Cherokee and shot in the shoot for
a r c h e r y
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years in the old days. Al told me the shoot
began a long time ago, long before the
European’s came. One theory is that it started
out being a child’s game. Another theory, the
one I’ve always heard, is that the Cherokee
men would practice shooting the stalks at
long distances before going into battle, in and
around the Tahlequah area. I’m not sure about
that, no one is, especially that far back. Pete
told me other tribes may of had shoots also.
In the early 1950s it started back up in
the town of Tahlequah, Oklahoma and has
been going on ever since. They shoot the third
Saturday every month, attracting around 30
to 40 shooters and sometimes more. Their
shoot is usually a jack pot shoot, with a
potluck lunch between sets. There is a
Cherokee holiday once a year honoring their

f o c u s

be at least 3´ or a little
longer, to allow for
shrinkage while curing.
They need to be cured
for two or three months
in a dry, warm place—
up high preferably. After
curing they need to be
3´ long, that is what you
want. Your two racks
will be 3´x 3´x 14˝ to
16˝ deep, held together by four stakes 5´ long by 1˝
thick of Sumac or hickory as long as they are straight
and strong, so when the rack is loaded they won’t
bulge out the middle of the stakes. Before you tie up
the top for tension and clearance, you will notice the
rope in the pictures above the stalks on the four
stakes. The rope keeps the stalks at their height, from
bulging, and provides clearance to lift the stalks up
enough to see the arrow points to score. If your
stakes aren’t long enough you won’t be able to lift the
stalks up high enough to see the points, especially for
arrows at the bottom. Scoring is determined by how
many stalks the point pierces.
Other tools and materials you will need is a hammer and a metal stake with a point, like a horseshoe
stake or a concrete form pin, so you can start a pilot
hole in the ground for the four stakes that hold the
stalks. Drive the stakes in the ground at least 6˝ deep.
You will also need four pieces of 1⁄4˝ rope a couple of
feet long, and a sharp pointed flat
screw driver or something in case a
point is stuck in one of the stakes to
aid in getting the point out.
The Equipment We shoot with
selfbows or primitive backed ones,
wood arrows with special points from
6˝ to 8˝ long (see photo at left). That is
all you really need. I also have my own
designed ferrule and points available.
I’ve gotten as high as 10 stalks with a
6˝ point.
The Shooting It starts when everyone gathers up on one end or the
other. We tally the names and decide
how much for the jack pot. We then
line up on either side of the rack and
shoot either one or two arrows. You
can decide that day, but one shot at a

ancestors and the old
ways, and the old shoot
was shot on Saturday
and Sunday, called the
Cherokee
traditional
shoot. Back then they
used their hand made
D-bow’s, sinew strings,
and hand-forged points.
We felt we had to use
the original equipment,
a wood bow, no visible handle riser, just the limb
thickness, with a handle wrap of brain tanned hide if
you wanted. (The D-bow was also called a limp
bow.) You had to have hand-forged points and a
hand made string from a groundhog, squirrel hide,
Deer sinew, or from hemp.
I began my shoot back in March of 2003. It is
held on the second Saturday from March through
June. We start around 10 am. We also have a potluck
lunch at times.
The Game
Setting Up The game is won when someone scores
50 points. The winnings are usually a jack pot, with
everyone putting in $2 to $5 each, winner takes all,
or sometimes it’s a prize. At my shoot I have awarded a nice Osage bowstave, a quiver, or a box call
turkey call to the winner, and sometimes to the second and third places as well. We usually have two
shoots, one before lunch and one after.
Most of the shooters at my shoot are
bowyers, and fine ones at that. A lot of
the time, when we break for lunch you
could see a few of us sitting around
scraping on a new piece of yellow
wood, you know what I mean? It’s a
good time, good people. Seems like
that is the way it is. Archery people are
down to earth good people.
Anyway, getting back to the
setup—two racks are set up with
approximately 500 field corn stalks at
each end, usually 85 yards apart, so
you will need at least a 1000 field corn
stalks. Find a farmer in your area willing to let you cut his corn around July
or August. Bring your loppers and
machetes and plenty of friends to help;
it’s an all day chore. The stalks need to

Continued on the Next Page
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time will take some time to
win. It does make it more
interesting. Everyone doesn’t have to shoot exactly at
the same time, most of us
have our favorite spots to
stand, and you have to wait
for a person in your favorite
spot to shoot and walk away.
But folks fill the time talking and discussing their
bows or something. It can
be a laid back shoot, you
don’t have to be rushed.
After everyone has shot, you walk to the other end,
to pick up your arrow or arrows if you didn’t hit, but
if you did, the fun begins, the anticipation of wonder (How many did I get?!).
Everyone needs to trade off on helping lift the
stalks up. If there are 6 or 8 arrows in the rack, it can
get tiring, but a lot of the time, there are just two
shooters working it all through the whole shoot. You
start at the top arrow and work your way down to the
lower ones. Then all scores are tallied up, and the
high score at that end shoots first back the other
direction. You go back and forth till someone ends
up with 54 points. You will get some exercise, I guarantee that. Sometimes the game will last a couple of
hours or so.
I also want to mention, it is better to have a
small pocket-sized tablet for keeping score, instead of
a bigger one. It’s a hindrance carrying a big one back
and forth. Another suggestion is to do like they do at
a Rendezvous—people can bring their handmade
items and offer them for the lst, 2 nd and 3rd place
winners. You can still have the Jackpot too, and the
prizes, or neither or either.

And a good time was had by all!

inspires the Archery community to start this great
game in their areas. You just need enough land to set
up for shooters on both sides of the racks and allow
for about 30 to 60 shooters (I’ve seen as high as 65
shooters.) and a field long enough for 85 to 100
yards, and some beyond for finding missed arrows.
You’ll be making history and you can pass it on down
to other generations. The Corn Stalk shoot has been
sleeping too long. It’s been around too long for
archers to not know what it is, or to never have seen
it played. If you have any questions feel free to call
me at 918.535.2614.

I’m Michael Barham of Barnsdall, Oklahoma, in Osage County.
I live here with the wife and my new son of 11 months. I am 52,
with a debilitating inherited lung disease, and am working on a
lung transplant with the V.A. I sure need it now, so I can keep up
with my son and teach him to build bows and shoot this event
with his Dad, and take him hunting, and everything else it takes
to raise a boy growing up in the country. I’ve been a carpenter all
my life. Baseball was my dream, but I chose to join the Army and
serve for my patriotic chore and turned down a scholarship for college baseball. I only wish I knew of this game back when I was
healthier.

I

I have met many friends though these shoots and I
couldn’t have my shoot without Rob Mills, a fine
bow maker and a hard-to-beat stalk shooter, and
John Ruff another good friend from Tulsa,
Oklahoma. My wife also helps when she can. John
Ruff has been coming out ever since I started it. He
loves the fellowship, and the challenge, and is a
mighty fine shot. This shoot wouldn’t be a shoot
without family members and women and children
participating. I never met an archery person that I
didn’t like. Once folks find out what this game is all
about they will be hooked. I just hope this article
a r c h e r y
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Archery
Key
Archery Personalities
Personalities Crossword
Crossword Key

From Page 7
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Across

Down

2. ___Laws of Archery.
7. SpartanII recurve bow designer.
8. Zenith Archery (Zenarch)
10. The "Shot Doctor".
12. Inventor of rotating head trip gate back tension
release aid.
16. Former Lady PAA Pro from Sacremento, CA
18. 2nd place Vegas finisher, using a Thumb Ring
release aid.
20. 1970's Olympic Gold Medalist from USA.
21. Former NFAA Shooter School director.
23. Manufacturer based in Walla Walla WA.
24. FailSafeII by ____
25. President of PSE Archery.

1. PAA Pro known for his Lord Mercury bow.
3. Golden Key Futura family.
4. Men's Vegas winner in 1973, from Wyoming.
5. Posted first 560 in National Competition on post 1976
NFAA face.
6. Former leader of the "Archery College" in Georgia.
9. Top Archery Coach from Arizona. Nocks named after
him.
11. "Gentleman"
13. "Sky Bows" family.
14. The "White Knight"
15. Invented and licensed the first compound bow.
16. Former Browning engineer and top senior division
shooter.
17. Former PAA Lady Pro from New York State.
19. Improved upon compound bow design in early
1970's.
22. 1996 Men's Olympic Gold Medalist in Archery
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Steve Ruis

Some Preliminaries
Some of you may not know that there are several
points around which a recurve bow can be tuned.
These are typically different brace height settings
because if you change anything else, you are
either creating a new bow (new limbs, different
string, etc.) or you are tuning. A basic principle of
a r c h e r y
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high

tuning is if you change something and it gets
worse, change it back. This is how we find our
optimal bow setup and tune—a little more, a little more, oops, too much! But because there are a
number of different points to tune a bow, you
want to be sure your basic setup has you near that
point you want to find. Consider the following
graph.

performance

At our most recent outdoor state championships, a
loyal subscriber by the name of John Woodhouse said
to me, “You‘ve got to include more articles for us
recurve shooters.” Now this didn’t surprise me as
John tells me this every time he sees me. We are all
passionate about our particular style of archery. John
practices the rule I preach, “Ask for what you want;
the worst that can happen is they say ‘no’.” Well,
issues with shortages of one kind or another haven’t
been for the lack of asking. We have asked hundreds
of you to write for us. It is especially hard to get you
recurve shooters to write for us. Right now we are
studiously avoiding bothering the Resident Archers
as they are preparing for the Olympics. The compound shooters are busy, too.
I decided to see what we had already published. We have already published 97 articles
under Recurve Tech headers—100 (Beginner),
200 (Intermediate), and 300 (advanced) levels. I
sorted them into rough categories. One such was
“Setup and Tuning“ with 34 articles.
And, while we have published a great deal on
tuning recurve bows already, we have not yet
done an article on “French Tuning.” Now, I was
taught that this was the “French” method of tuning, but it may turn out like the “Hong Kong flu”
we get here in California, we blame whoever is
immediately upstream from us for whatever
comes. So, if this is not from France, somebody
clue me in, thank you.

low

Recurve Tech 300

The French
Method of Tuning

low

brace height

high

The graph represents the performance of a
hypothetical bow (measured by group size or
chronograph) as a function of brace height. The
bow has three desirable points of tune. The highest peak is the optimal tuning point with the very
best performance you can get out of this bow. You
want to be sure you are close to the mountain and
not just one of hills before you begin any tuning
process. Mind you there are very good reasons
why you might want to tune on one of the hills,
for example, shooting short distances indoors,
where cast is not so important and a higher brace
height may make for a more forgiving setup. But
for you and me, either use the bow manufactur-
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er’s string and brace height settings or do some brace
height tuning before you begin.
You also need to be sure your nock fit is good and
that your arrow spine is just about right. there is no way
you can tune in poorly spine arrows or arrows that are
too tight on the string. All you will get is erratic arrow
flight!
French Tuning
Start with Bare Shaft Testing To get an approximate
nocking point location, set a temporary (adjustable)
nocking point indicator 3⁄8˝ to 1⁄2˝ above level on your
string. Shoot three fletched shafts groups at a comfortably short distance 10-15 yards/meters until you are
warmed up and grouping somewhat. After one good
group shoot two bare (unfletched) shafts. Note—to make
these shafts weight the same as the others, you can add a
piece of shrink tubing the same weight as the difference
in weight between your fletched and unfletched shafts.
Slide it on in the same place as your fletches are centered
and then heat it up and shrink it on down to those shafts.
At this point you are only comparing where the
fletched and bare shafts hit, (You shoot two bare shafts as
a test for fliers. If they both don’t go to about the same
spot, one or the other was a flier. Do the test over.) If the
bare shafts hit at about the same elevation as the fletched
shafts (see figure), your nocking point indicator is about
the right place. If the bare shafts impact high, adjust your
nocking point upward. If the bare shafts impact low,
adjust your nocking point downward. Another basic tuning principle is when you make adjustments, make them
large (at first). If you are sneaking up an a big problem
with itty bitty changes, you are going to be at it a long
time. If you are too low, make a big change and now you
are too high. You now have an upper and lower limit to
your adjustments. Split the difference between those two
settings until you get what you want.
Setting Up To do French tuning you will need a
large target butt, either three or four stacked straw bales
or a large target round on a stand with another propped
up in front of it (see figure below). Place a smallish target
face quite near the top of the butt.

ing fifteen yards/meters from the target butt prove to
yourself that you can group at that distance (and hit the
center). If you cannot do this, consider another kind of
tuning. A basic principle of tuning is you can’t tune any
better than you can shoot. Since your fingers are on the
string and everyone is different, you are tuning the bow
to you (your form, your loose, etc.); no one else can do
this for you.
Now you are retrieve your arrows and you are going to
shoot a series of arrows at the same target, from a series of
distances, without moving your sight. Typical distances are
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 yards/meters. Since you are
not moving your sight pin, your arrows will impact high
(at 5 and 10 yards/meters) and low (at above 15
yards/meters). An ideal
pattern would look like
+
+
+
this (see right—the little +
+
symbols represent impact
+
points of your arrows).
+
If you do not have
+
+
an ideal tune you will
get different patterns.
Here is what to do if you
get the following patterns (remember, these
diagrams are for righthanded archers).

or

Doing It All subsequent descriptions are for righthanded archers. If you are left-handed, all of the diagrams need to be switched left for right. (Hold them up
to a mirror or Xerox them and look at them through the
paper.) Set your sight for fifteen yards/meters and stand-

Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from the Previous Page
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

If you get this figure—your pressure button is protruding too far
from the bow (centershot). Back it out a half
turn and retest.

“This is how we find our
optimal bow setup and
tune—a little more, a little
more, oops, too much!”

+
+
+
+

If you get this figure—your pressure button is not protruding far
enough from the bow
(centershot). Screw it in a
half turn and retest.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

If you get this figure—the spring tension
in your pressure button
is too stiff. Decrease the
tension a half turn at a
time and retest.

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

If you get this figure—the spring tension
in your pressure button
is too weak. Increase the
tension a half turn at a
time and retest.

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Of course you can get combinations of some of these.
The general consensus is you handle nocking point location first, then centershot, and pressure button spring
tension last.

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#

Give it a try! Bon chance!

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373

Steve Ruis is Editor of This Magazine.
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Emily Kramer

My Maiden Tournament
Article Tournament Arrggh!
Once upon a time Archery Focus asked me to write an
article for them. And I thought, “Yeah, sure, no sweat.
I like to write. This should be a piece of cake.” Which
it was, until I actually sat down to write the thing. I
all of a sudden had a rather severe panic attack, and
suffered from an inferiority complex—who were they
to think that I could write an article! I’m a 16 year old
kid! I’ve never written an article before! I haven’t even
been shooting that long!

Youth Archery

W

Well, that was in May. Now as September rolls
around, four months and three days after they sent
me their writer’s packet, it hits me that the subject of
the article is supposed to be “my first tournament.” It
was no big deal that I haven’t shot much. And as for
the writing of it, well, that’s what professional editors
are for. Like I said, I’m 16. I’ve been shooting for six
months. Previously I preferred the “life academic”
(i.e. reading, writing, Quiz Bowl, violin), so archery
was a completely new area for me to explore. As one
who likes challenges, I
embraced this one with
open, ignorantly bruise-free
arms. I got started through
my dad, who shot from ages
6 to 16, along with his dad,
who still shoots. Somehow
we heard about Nationals
being held down in Oxford two years ago and we
trekked down there for a quality “dad’s weekend”
with lots of shooting (me watching it), stories, and, of
course, as much SkyLine Chili as we could stomach.
I remember I didn’t want to go. Shooting? Like Robin
Hood? Yeah, so, that was fine. It was even pretty cool.
But not when it was 100 degrees. I was sure I had better things to do (like read The Hobbit for the fiftieth
time?), and besides I didn’t even like chili. But I went,
not letting him see how grudging my attendance was.
Grudging, that is, until I got there.
Robin Hood, I thought? As if. Fiberglass bows,
metallic in color . . . arrows made out of carbon? And

what were those sticks coming out of the front of the
bows? After getting over my initial shock of not seeing the Merry Men (There wasn’t a pair of tights in
sight—Oh! Oh! Bad pun!!), I was intrigued. The
more he explained and the more I watched, the more
intrigued I became. And by the end of the day we had
catalogues out, and I wanted a red metallic bow,
brand new, with black arrows. I think in the beginning that’s why I wanted to shoot. To get a snazzy
bow like that. Well, my bow is blue now and virtually the only non-metallic one on the line, as I noticed
the other day. It’s been very well-used, and as I come
to find out—everyone has black arrows. So much for
that dream. But that’s okay. Archery, while still new to
me, is starting to seep into the file titled “Norm.” I’m
becoming “one of the guys” as my dad put it last
night, and I’ve realized that it doesn’t matter what
color your bow is, or how snazzy it is, it’s just a bow.
But, boy, were those first few tournaments rough.
I suppose that’s as good a segue as any. I’d been
shooting for three months
when I shot my first tournament—the Double 900 in
Dayton, May 5 and 6. (I
allowed myself a wry grin
when I realized what I’d
been doing exactly one year
before—caught
up,
enthralled, and mouthing the words along with
Christine, at the matinee of the Phantom of the
Opera.) Dayton was fun—I can say that like an old
pro with a nonchalant shrug now, because I’ve been
to a tournament that was not so much fun. Dayton
seems pretty bland now. Except for the memory of
my quivering stomach and shaking legs. The thing
that made Dayton special, though, aside from it
being my first competition and the fact that I actually took home third place (Wow!) was the fact that my
dad and grandpa were also shooting. After I got interested in the sport my dad took it up again, and
Grandpa Kramer had never quit.

“Spilling my arrows twice
out of my quiver (so aptly
named) did nothing to
help my nerves.”
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almost worse off than I was. He
I was on the A line, and
wore a white shirt with sleeves
they were both on B, which was
that came down to almost his
good, because they could watch
elbows both days, so now he has
me if they were quick about it,
what one could term no more
though I was never aware until
accurately than the epitome of a
later that they watched as much
classic farmers’ tan. White as the
as they did. I was shaking down
underside of a dead fish’s belly.
to my core that morning, let me
What with that and his watertell you, and spilling my arrows
melon-patterned umbrella and
twice out of my quiver (so aptly
a blue fury what’s it’s face hangnamed) did nothing to help my
ing off an ancient leather quiver
nerves. Any calming, normal
that used to be his mother’s
presence in between ends to
Three generations of archers.
when she shot, he was stylin’.
help answer my questions,
blurted out in sudden terror, (“Which way do you move the And they all told you they were laughing at the old guy down
the way (to add a little humor to the article I once thought
sight if the arrows are low?!) was, oh, so very welcome.
It would have been nice to have been on B line, then I had to be deep and professional)!
could write in here with authority that three generations all
shot on the same line, at the same tournament. But you’ll just I haven’t shot a tournament with Grandpa Kramer since,
have to get by with three generations shooting at the same which is kind of bittersweet. I’m glad—more than I know at
tournament. As it was, my dad was there for me when I came present—that I got to shoot with him down in Dayton,
off the line, and that helped a great deal more than he will ever watch him go up and receive his medal, and come back with
know, having my archery dad there, silently (and sometimes that little smug grin in his face that’s so endearing and the
not so silently) cheering me on. I have a friend who lives and twinkle in his eye he gets when he’s gassing my dad. I’m realbreathes soccer—her mom is a soccer mom. While I have yet ly glad I shot with him and had his support then because he’s
to become as passionate about archery (although that and getting along in years and who knows. That might have been
consuming frappuccinos is rising to the top of my “favorite his last outdoor tournament. I know that that’s why I’ll
things to do” list), I’m getting there, and my dad is an Archery remember Dayton—the clear image I have in my head of
him standing in the sweltering sun, arms linked behind his
Dad.
So for the time being I can bask in the knowledge that back after I step off the line, the grin on his face and the pride
the three arrows I shot into the dirt will be refletched and in his voice (rarely heard) as he tells me, “You make it look so
good as new by morning, without my having to lift a finger. easy. That’s how everyone ought to shoot.” Like I said, the
When I tell him thank you, really, he just puts an arm around support and help were my lifeline and did not go unnoticed.
my shoulder, looks down at me and says simply, “That’s what That made my little heart swell and boosted my confidence
and after that I beamed like the sun.
Archery Dads do.” Thanks, Daddy.
He was right. This was easy. And it
Well, I learned three things in
was fun. Thanks, Grandpa Kramer.
Dayton: Number one being—go figAnd it continues to be fun. Even
ure—hot chicken sandwiches are best
at Nationals, which is the tournament
not eaten on a hot day, 20 minutes
I alluded to briefly. The one that was
after you buy them so they have plennot so much fun. Still fun—but the
ty of time to lose all flavor and go bad.
fun was disguised behind a nasty
Number two being—Wow—cold
headwind. Now, I’m a lefty. No biggy.
water with lemon is wonderful. And,
My riser is an old cast-off from
awe geeze, do archery tans look funny.
Grandpa Kramer, who’s also a lefty.
Luckily, I was wearing a V-necked
That’s okay, too. Really cool, in fact.
shirt (note heavy sarcasm) so all my
My limbs . . . my limbs are 21 pounds,
normal, scoop-necked shirts will look
owned previously by George Helwig.
lovely over my now flaming skin. But
the sleeves were pretty short, so that was a plus. But, one Also very cool. However, 21 lb. limbs are about the lightest
wouldn’t think that the sun could so effectively bake the you can get and still shoot anything. (I realize this is my
imprint of an arm guard into the protective outer layer of fault—the fact that I have wimpy limbs and can’t shoot heavone’s epidermis in such a short amount of time. Or that one ier ones—remember—academics, not so much weightlifting.
would have such a nice white line across one’s temple where Although I do enjoy it, and my history text book stands in as
one’s glasses rested. Or that one would have such a nice pale, quite the hefty barbell.)
definite square from their finger tab. My dad (he, he) was

I

“One wouldn’t think
that the sun could so
effectively bake the
imprint of an arm
guard into the protective outer layer of one’s
epidermis in such a
short amount of time.”
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write us at  Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For a current index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2002.
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Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Sims® Limb Savers

Hoyt’s
Self-Aligning
Yoke System

Dual Locking
Pocket System

TEC Riser Design

Adjustable
Stainless Steel
Cable Guard Bar
Thin Ergonomic
Grip Design

World Outdoor Championship winners (L to R): Clint Freeman (Gold), Dave Cousins (Silver), Irma
Luyting (Bronze), Mary Zorn (Gold & New World Record), Amber Dawson (Silver)

Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

Inner-Cam
Draw Length
Adjustment System

Stealth Draw
Dampener*

*Patent pending. Special thanks to Yoshi Komatsu for shooter photographs.

Whether you hunt out back
behind the barn, out back
behind the cabin or out back
in the far reaches of the
mountains, plains or tundra, TM
the new Mathews OUTBACK
is the bow you’ll want to take!
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The most parallel limbs of any
bow Mathews has ever built!

New ergonomically
superior InLine
grip with defined
centerline
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www.mathewsinc.com

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367, Sparta, Wisconsin 54656 • (608) 269-2728

Mathews is also a proud supporter of the National Archery In The Schools Program
Through the efforts of many,
the National Archery in the
Schools Program and the revolutionary Genesis bow are re-introducing archery to our nations youth. In
the state of Kentucky alone, for example,
over 90,000 students participated in the
program last year.

Over

and gaining valuable self-confidence.
Teachers are using archery as a basis for
math, science and physics lessons. And
schools are finding attendance higher
on archery days.

At Mathews, we’re a proud supporter of this
effort and ask you to help “give kids a shot”
in your state. Contact your DNR, Dept. of
Students who are not the fastest, strongest Education or local school. Tell them
or most athletic are experiencing success about Genesis – visit nasparchery.com.

Over 100,000 students taught nationwide in 2003!

